
TUESDAY NET - 30th August 2016 
 
‘afternoon to all members, occasionally, heard on a Tuesday afternoon. You don’t need me to tell 
you that conditions are bad so as a short term solution for some of us my plans this Tuesday PM 
are: 
 
a. 7.170MHz+/- QRM at 1400hrs, a little earlier, calling CQ RSARS. As usual. 
  
I will continue to do so until 1410hrs. If nothing heard I will then QSY: 
 
b. 3.742MHz+/- QRM at 1410hrs, calling CQ RSARS and hoping. 
 
I will only do this until 1415hrs if no success and will effectively close the RSARS Net. Aware that 
not all members have 80m aerials I will then QSY back to 7.170MHZ +/- QRM and again call for 
RSARS members and any guests. I will be listening for replies via the RAF Hack Green SDR 
site. I have already successfully tried this during the two most recent 80m nets. ALL stations in the 
net were around 59 via Hack Green whereas many, including the net controllers, were difficult to 
hear from Leeds and Hucknall into Chilwell. 
 
As this at present is an informal way of running my net, a trial only for a few weeks, it will not be 
classed as a formal RSARS net. 
 
As we will be using the SDR facilities of Hack Green, or those similar at Enschede University there 
will be NO EXCHANGES FOR POINTS whilst I am running this group. If you wish to exchange 
details for points please feel free to leave the group, exchange information correctly and return. 
 
The links for the WebSDR sites are as follows… 
http://hackgreensdr.org:8901 
 
http://websdr.ewi.utwente.nl:8901  
 
 
It will be good if we don’t need to use Hack Green ore Enschede University SDR but if by doing so 
we can at least meet up on radio I am all for it, and will do so. 
 
I have attached a few audio sample taken during the Sunday morning nets. 
 
Bryan M0OIC 
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